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j ourna l homepage: www.e lsev ie r .com/ locate /eneecoEditorialGender at energy economicsThe gender ratio in economics has always been skewed towards
men. Progress towards a more even balance seems to have stopped
around the turn of the century.1 As a field, energy economics, with
16.7% women, does slightly worse than economics as a whole
(19.1% female).2 There are many causes for this (Dynan and Rouse
1997; Emerson et al. 2018; Bayer and Rouse 2016; CSWEP 2000).
An end to negative discrimination, if any, is part of the portfolio of
solutions.
Journal editors play a role there. Erin Hengel shows that, in four
of the Top 5 journals of economics, articles written by women are
better readable, apparently because they face tougher reviews. In
Econometrica, the review process takes longer for women.3 That should
not be.
In preparation for its Gender Report,4 Elsevier has developed





Selected characteristics formale and female corresponding authors: Time to first and final decisi
reports; and the ratio between the number of invited and responsive referees. Standard errors
Time to decision Number of
First Final Revisions
Male 101.8 160.1 1.52
(2) (3) (0.01)
Female 94.3 157.5 1.50
(3) (6) (0.02)
Diff. 7.5 2.7 0.02
(3.9) (6.4) (0.03)
Table 2





Gender known 1727 2042
All 2274 2468
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eneco.2018.04.029
0140-9883/© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.data will become publicly available through ScienceDirect, Scopus
and other services at a later date. Journal editors have privileged
access.
The data cover 7569 submissions to Energy Economics between April
2005 and September 2017. For 6076 submissions, the gender of the
corresponding author was identifiable from the first name. Other data
include the country of affiliation, final decision, number of invited and
submitted reviews and reviewers, number of revisions, and time to
first and final decision.
There is no statistically significant difference between men and
women on the fraction of refusing referees, on the number of revisions,
or on the time to first and final decision. On these indicators, women are
treated slightlymore favourably. See Table 1. The number of invited ref-
erees and the number of refereeswho complete a report are slightly but
significantly higher for men.on; number of revisions, reviews, invited referees, and refereeswho submitted one ofmore
are given between brackets.
Ratio
Reviews Invites Complete
1.63 2.51 1.28 1.40
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
1.56 2.34 1.20 1.33
(0.04) (0.06) (0.03) (0.04)
0.07 0.17 0.08 0.07
(0.05) (0.07) (0.03) (0.05)
Share
Desk Accept Reject Desk
1535 30.3% 35.4% 34.3%
501 27.8% 34.5% 37.7%
2036 29.8% 35.2% 35.1%
2520 31.3% 34.0% 34.7%Three decisions are recorded: acceptance, rejection after review, and
desk rejection. Table 2 shows the percentages for all submissions, all
submissions with known gender, men and women. Women do worse



















Number of submissions (right axis) Male Accept Desk reject


















Fig. 2. Test statistic for the equality between men and women of the proportion of final decision for 22 countries and the world. The solid line shows the 5% critical value.
559Editorialcountries on both gender ratio and rejection rate. See Fig. 1 for the 22
countries with more than 100 submissions. Fig. 2 shows the test results
for the equality between men and women of proportions of decisions.
The null hypothesis of equal treatment of men and women cannot be
rejected for any country. Three countries—South Korea, Taiwan and
China—have a high rejection rate and a high fraction of authors recorded
as female.
Energy Economics does not confirm the pattern found by Erin
Hengel. This is good news, but no ground for complacency.
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